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Last year's financial losses in 2022 were most prevalent in wealthier reg ions including  the U.S. and Europe, per the report. Image credit: UBS Global

 
By ZACH JAMES

The world's private wealth declined in 2022 for the first time in nearly 15 years.

According  to the Global Wealth Report 2023 from wealth manag ement firm UBS, the world's total net private wealth fell by 2.4
percent, or $11.3 trillion last year. This drop. the first since the 2008 financial crisis, was defined by inflationary pressures,
currency fluctuations and other factors that the report's authors do not foresee continuing  in the long  term.

"Much of the decline in wealth in 2022 was driven by hig h inflation and the appreciation of the U.S. dollar ag ainst many other
currencies," said Anthony Shorrocks, economist, report author and UBS consultant, in a statement.

"If exchang e rates were held constant at 2021 rates, then total wealth would have increased by 3.4 percent and wealth per adult
by 2.2 percent during  2022," Mr. Shorrocks said. "This is still the slowest increase of wealth at constant exchang e rates since
2008.

"Keeping  exchang e rates constant but counting  the effects of inflation results in a real wealth loss of 2.6 percent in 2022."

For the release, UBS g enerated forward projections based on GDP, inflation and exchang e rate predictions reported in the IMF's
latest World Economic Outlook database, with estimates based on three categ ories: financial assets, non-financial assets and
household debt. The publication is supplemented with information on share prices and house prices, the firm's experts assuming
that share prices and house prices relative to their long er-run trend values will remain at similar levels to those recorded in 2022.

Wealth woes
Overall, financial losses in 2022 were most prevalent in wealthier reg ions including  the U.S. and Europe.

Tog ether, these locations lost a combined $10.9 trillion, nearly making  up the entirety of the decline. APAC also contributed,
losing  a further $2.1 trillion, while Canada and Australia rounded out the top five markets of overall fiscal downturn last year.
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The U.S. represents the majority of the UHNWI population. Image credit: UBS Global

Some places like Latin America, Russia and India were outliers, instead seeing  increased wealth, a climb that somewhat makes up
for the United States and EU's shortcoming s during  the period.

Insig hts alig n with other studies published recently, including  data intellig ence firm Altrata's finding  that the population of UHNWIs
fell by more than 5 percent in 2022 (see story). London-based investment mig ration consultancy Henley & Partners meanwhile
discovered that the Global South is the up-and-coming  reg ion for centi-millionaires (see story).

UBS's finding s show that wealth inequality is also shifting .

The top 1 percent of all earners' total wealth fell by 0.9 percent, with the population holding  44.5 percent of all wealth in 2022.
The total number of millionaires also slipped by 3.5 million people during  the year, a time when there were 59.4 million people
with a net worth of over $1 million.

The top 1 percent of the wealthy population declined in wealth for the first time in 5 years. Image credit: UBS Global

This fall in the HNWI population is attributed to inflation and the American dollar's value compared to other currencies.

Despite these woes, the authors of the report are hopeful for a rebound in the coming  years.

Short-term problems
By 2027, the report states that g lobal wealth will rise by 38 percent, reaching  $629 trillion in total.

Overall g rowth is said to be caused by rising  net-worths in middle-income countries, or "emerg ing  countries," likely referring  to
the Global South. With this, the wealth per adult is predicted to hit $110,270 by 2027.
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Inflation is predicted to sharply decline in the coming  years. Image credit: UBS Global

The metric stands in stark contrast to 2022's $84,718 per adult, down 3.4 percent compared to the previous year.

With wealth forecasts rising , on averag e, the authors of the report estimated that the number of millionaires will reach 86 million
g lobally in 2027. UHNWIs are predicted to comprise up to 372,000 by that time.

Facing  subdued g rowth rates, players selling  personal luxury g oods such as LVMH (see story) and Kering  (see story) are
fig hting  for the attention of these shoppers attention in the midst of subdued g rowth (see story).
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